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TECHNICAL OPERATIONS CONTROL (TOC) SENIOR COORDINATOR (F/M)
AS A GREAT CUSTOMER SERVICE ADVISOR YOU MAKE A CONNECTION.
AS A CERTIFIED INTERNATIONAL SPECIALIST, YOU CONNECT THE WORLD.
Would you like to be part of the most international company in the world? A company operating in more countries than any other who have pioneered
cross border express shipping since 1969.
Would you like to be part of a business that connects people across the world? And the more we connect, the better life on earth becomes.
Do you want to make a difference? Then join our insanely customer-centric team and no matter where you work, you’ll become a Certified International
Specialist.
Your tasks
As a key member of Technical Operations Control, you will be authorized to route airplanes on DHL network routes as well as alter routes in consultation
with the network. Your responsibilities will include planning, controlling and monitoring the daily maintenance of the aircraft managed by the European
Air Transport hub in Schkeuditz and other locations. Your work will also involve advising maintenance personnel of aircraft movements and tasks to be
performed during turnarounds. You will furthermore assist in third-party activities, and communicate with aircraft crews in case of technical problems,
ensuring safe and reliable air operations while avoiding unnecessary delays and flight cancellations.
Your profile
Fully trained as an aircraft mechanic, with at least 5 years of experience with wide-body aircraft, preferably in a large maintenance operation
Holder of Part 66 Cat B1 or Cat B2 AML, rated for at least 2 aircraft types
Comprehensive knowledge of operational procedures
Very good spoken and written English and German, including technical terminology in English
Able to work well under stress in meeting multiple deadlines
Flexible, collegial, able to solve problems, make decisions, and explain issues clearly to others
Your benefits
We offer excellent employee benefits, a competitive salary package, and great development opportunities.
Your contact
Katarina Zerrath will be happy to answer your questions at 0341 449-91752 or via email at katarina.zerrath@dhl.com.
Interested in this responsible position with its varied tasks? Please send us your complete application, including a cover letter, CV, references, your
desired salary and your earliest possible starting date via email. You can find further information at dpdhl.jobs.
We are looking forward to your application.
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